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Attention: 

Be very careful when you operate a laser rangefinder 

Laser beam irradiation can cause serious damage to human eyes 

Aiming and Ranging to the close range of people is strictly prohibited. 

It has to do the measurement outdoor and is strictly prohibited indoor. 

It is strictly prohibited to measure aiming at the prism and close strong reflector, or glass range 

Self open laser rangefinder is strictly prohibited and Danger! High Voltage! 
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1. Technical Parameters 

 

⒈  Ranging Parameters  

⑴  Max Distance：6000-10000m（ According to the weather and the degree of the reflection of 

the object measured ） 

⑵  Effective Ranging：20 --10000 m 

⑶ Ranging Error：±0.5m 

⑷  The Resolution：0.1m 

⑸  Rate of accuracy  ：﹥98 %（Mil-Spec） 

⑹  Measurement Frequency：1/6-1/3HZ， Max 1-5HZ 

⒉  Ranging Functions 

⑴  Calculate the average value of the measured data.  

⑵  Storage of the measured data (Four storage areas, 250 data per storage area, a total of 1000 

data) 

Transmission of the measured data ( Output interface : RS232、2400、8、N、2） 

⑶  Lighting and brightness adjustment of LCD and Reticule, Automatically turning off LCD 

screen without any operation within 20 second  

⑷  Statistics of working times for the device 

⑸  Data review of storage areas  

⑹  Queries of ten ranging value last time 

⑺  Check of battery voltage  

⑻  Query of data from Storage areas   

⒊  Optical Parameters  
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⑴  Receiving aperture：    Φ20mm 

⑵ Field of view of Aiming mirror ：  6.5° 

⑶ Magnification of sighting telescope: 7X 
 

⒋  Laser Parameters  

⑴  Light Source： Nd:YAG 

⑵  Wavelength： 1.064μm 

⑶  Energy Output： ≥10 mj 

⑷ Working Life：   ＞20000times 

⒌ Working Temperature  

-20℃ -- +60℃  

⒍ Environmental suitability 

   IP54 level dustproof, waterproof, anti-seismic  

⒎Mechanical characteristics  

⑴  Dimension：115mm*152mm*54mm 

⑵  Weight：0.9Kg（ the device） 

⒏ Power Supply  

  

Special rechargeable battery pack (2V, 1200mAh), Each battery pack can be used to ranging more 

than 1000 times in normal temperature .   

 

⒈ Ranging Principle  

Pulse Laser rang finder is to determine the distance through measuring the time required for a laser pulse to travel 

between the rang efinder and the measured target. 

  

It is assumed that the distance between the measured target and the range finder is L, while the propagation speed of 

the laser in air is C, there is below:  

   L = 1/2 × C × t         （ C =3 × 108 m/s） 

 

⒉  Laser Range finder working principle  

 

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=nqY4Qd0KMhVwzTno62dK_2j5NHuE9Yj-DFWmgwyksiTncR3RGqelAUP6QELAhlcdEaYkW2iPgscGIweQV2jvPscq90a-h6zVzgRRvAuO86Z4e51ztQZ9h-WMut8jUQwI
http://www.baidu.com/link?url=tJza5Eholav7z3lqKduQMYw5KcxGqzbDRQAuL3CpuZcCeiWZ1GQDaqXgL2X9jhlOlgVl0XDhkFU5aWi5OYhtk6tszUUdMIFOMMhYRb0H_G78bGoojgJsD3NPo4H5OV_4
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2. The structure of rangefinder and Operation functions 

a) Mechanical Structure 

Mechanical structure of rangefinder is integrated optical path structure of one singleeyepiece. (That is, 

receiving and aiming synthesize an optical path, emitting optical path is independent) 

b) Structure Control  

c)  

 

 

(1). Ranging key            (2) Gating key 

 (3) Up key,         (4) Connection socket; 

   (5)Down key         (6) Mode key 

(7) Lighting key     (8) Power on and Reset key 

   (9)  Off key          (10)LCD window 

(11) Targeting eyepiece 

 

d) Functions introduction:  nstrument can be used to single measurement or average measurement . 

⑴  Gating key: to set up min distance gate of the instrument.  

⑵  Up key: Numerical correction to the positive direction and choice of menu to the left direction.  

Connection socket: the connection between the instrument and Peripheral equipment. 

⑶  Down Key: Numerical correction to the negative direction and choice of menu to the right direction 

⑷  Mode Key: Start key for special function use, special function selected by the key 

⑸  Lighting key:  LCD and Reticule lighting in night or low illumination environment. 

⑹  Power on/Reset: In the shutdown state, start the instrument; in the boot state, exit the current function status 

Off Key: Shut down the power of instrument 

Display (LCD ) window: display the distance of measured object and character of operational function. 
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⑺ Targeting eyepiece: The operator watch and aim to the target through targeting eyepiece. 

 

 

3. General application  
 ① Open dust cover of eyepiece on the instrument, ress the instrument red button "power on / reset". LCD 

display window "OK" or "REALWAVE", which indicates that the instrument complete the initialization, can be 

ranging. 

② Aiming at the target through the observation of the eyepiece with its crosshair center and adjusting the visual 

adjustment circle for the target image of high definition.  

 

③ Press “ Ranging key” , the instrument start ranging and display the result below: 

ⅠDisplay the distance value of the measured object. For example“S-1234.5m ”, “ ” means that this 

ranging has two targets, press “ down botton” to display second target, for example: “S-2345.0m ”; Press” Up 

key” to display distance value of the first target. 

 

Ⅱ “AAAA.Am”means the target is not being detected or target is beyond the range of the test. 

Ⅲ “0000.0m” means no laser output. 

Ⅳ If it appears the symbol “ ”in LCD window, it means Battery energy deficiency and need charge to special 

battery pack and change special battery pack. If to continue to sue the battery, when the energy is exhausted, the 

instrument will perform a protective shutdown, press the "power on / reset" can not open the instrument. 

a) To get valid value of ranging after normal ranging each time, which automatically send the ranging value 

through serial port in ASCII format.  

 

b) In the display of the ranging value, the first letter represents the type of ranging ,“S” represents single 

measurement ; “A” represents average measurement; “C” represents continuous measurement. 

 

 

4. Special Application 

Besides normal ranging function, the rangefinder has special application including Gating , Aeverage, data storage, data 

transmission, Angle measurement, data retrieval, Lighting setup, data delete and backlight switch. 

  

 In special application, no matter what function state, press "reset key" to exit this function state. Press the "reset 

key" more than one second to the initial state and display  <RW-I>”或“ <RW-II>”. 

  

“Gating key”, “Mode key”, “Lighting key” and “Reset key” which is function keys and arbitrarily switched. “ Up 

botton” and “ Down key” are for menu choice and numerical correction.  

1. Gating function: If there are multiple targets in the aiming light path, the ranging can be selectively 

measured by the gating function.  

①�  Press the "Gating key" after turning on the instrument which shows "MGR : 0020m", said the minimum 

distance of 20m. You can use the "up key" or "down key" to select the correction value. 

② When the Gating value is adjusted ,Press” Up key” or “ Down key” each time, the Gating value will be 

increased or decreased in 20m; If you hold down the " Up key” or "down key" more than 1 seconds, the Gating 

distance will be increased or decreased 100m in every 0.3s .  

③ After correcting the Gating value and then press the "ranging key", you can measure the distance of the 

object.  

④If without the "mode key" and "lighting key" and "reset" or " Off key" operation in a normal ranging and 

then press “ Gating key” , the current ranging value on the screen automatically set to the current Gating value  

plus 20m  
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( Note: when there are double targets, If the screen displays the distance value of the second target, please press 

the "Gating key", then plus 20m based on the distance value of second object automatically set to the current Gating 

value 

 

In the state of Gating, press “ Gating key” more than 1second , Gating value will be returned to 20m.  

 

⒉ Average function (AVG): if to measure the distance value of the target, pls do the average ranging with effective 

average times for 1-100 times. When the time of ranging is more than 100 times, that is continuous measurement. In the  

state of continuous measurement, can press the "reset key" to stop ranging. 

① Press “ Mode key” after turning on the instrument , the instrument shows a mode menu, where the 

currently selected function  is flashing , press "on" or "down key" to select "AVG" 

② Press "mode key" to confirm, enter the average number set. Display "NUM=001" at this time, indicating 

that the instrument is in a single measurement. 

③ Press “ Up botton” or “ down botton” to correct average times, ,Press” Up key” or “ Down key” each time, 

The average times plus / minus 1 time, If you hold down the " Up key” or "down key" more than 1 seconds, the 

average times plus every 0.3s or decrease 10 times . 

④ Adjust the average times, then press the "mode key" to confirm the average times, at this time display  

"Average Ready!" You can do average ranging (less than or equal to 100 times) or continuous ranging (greater than 

100). 

⑤ Aiming at the object, press “ranging key”, the instrument automatically begins the ranging according to the 

program, and displays the measurement result. At the end of the ranging, it will display average value of the test, 

such as "A (100): 1234.5m", means distance measurement of 100 times, the average distance is 1234.5m 

b)  If  the setup of parameters is wrong in step ① ~ ⑤, please press “ reset key” back to last step . 

⑦In the process of automatic average ranging, if the cumulative measurements reach at five times "AAAA.A" 

or "0", automatically exit the average ranging, and display "Average Error!", and does not send data. 

c)  In the process off normal average ranging, the instrument won’t be sent the ranging information, after 

finishing the ranging, it will send the time of average ranging and average value. (Data formats see 

Appendix ). 

In the state of average ranging or continuous ranging, except for “ Reset key”, other keys is not available. 

 When calculating the average value, it will automatically remove the invalid distance value (including 

“0000.0”、 “AAAA.A” and the data that deviates from the average value )  

 

1. Storage function ( SAV): If it is difficult to record the data on site or hope to process the data 

through the computer, it is available to storage function. If to choose storage area, each 

ranging value is recorded into the selected storage area. 

①�  Press “ mode key” after boot, the instrument display mode menu, where the currently selected function  

is flashing , please press “ Up key” or “ down key” to choose “SAV”. 

②      [A]    [B]     [C]      [D]     STOP 

 

 

Press “mode key” to confirm, and enter average function. At this time it displays “STOP [A] [B]”, which 

“[A]” is flashing, mean current storage area [A] is the selected , please use “ up key” or “ down key” to select  

[A]、 [B]、 [C] 、[D] the four storage.  

③ Press “ mode key” to confirm the selected storage area, at this time if “SD-A010”is displayed, it means in 

the storage area A, and also 10 valid data stored .  

④Now press “ Reset key” again and back to the step 2, you can choose storage area, however the selected 

storage area from step ③ is still valid.  

⑤In step②, to choose “ STOP’ in menu, then press “ mode key” to confirm , you can cancel the storage 

function.  
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⑥ Press “ Reset key” to quit current state.  

Note: the data is not stored as default after boot  

The instrument includes four storage area as A、B、C、D, each storage area can store 250 data, the total is 

1000 data.  

When Storage area A  is stored full, it displays ”A Data Full!”, At the same time give two prompt tones. 

If don’t choose other storage areas or stop the storage, so it will be the default as ”A Data Full!”, and display 

the distance about 1second. B, C, D area is also the case. 

⒈   

①  

Transmission function ( TXD) : If you send  the data in  A、B、C、D four storage areas to the peripheral 

the instrumentfor processing, it is available to transmission function. 

When the rangefinder and the peripheral setting are all in shutdown state, and the instrument is connected 

with the peripheral the instrumentthrough a special cable. The instrument sockets are shown in the 

following table 

 

Pin number Function 

1 Signal Ground 

2 Keep , stop using 

3 Keep , stop using 

4 TXD 

5 RXD 

6 Signal Ground 

② Press “ mode key” after boot, the instrument display mode menu, where the currently selected function  is 

flashing, please press “ Up key” or “ down key” to select “ TXD” and make it in state of flashing.  

③ Press “ mode key” to confirm, and enter the selection state of transmission area. At this time it displays 

“[A] [B] [C]”， which [B] is flashing, it means B area is the selected area, then to select A、B、C、D four areas 

through “ up key” or “ down key” .  

④ Press “ mode key” again after the selection of right transmission area , at this time  it displays “TXD-B 

Running”, it represents data being sent in the B zone; finally display “TXD-B End!”，Indicates that the data is sent.  

If there is no data in the selected B area, it display “（B）-No Data!”， not carrying out the operation. (Note: 

no response to any operation during data transmission) 

⑤Press "mode key" again, the data in the selected send zone is sent again. 

⑥Press the "reset key" and quit the step ⑤、④、③、② in turn. 

Note: in the state of single measurement, one measurement sends one distance value; in the state of average 

ranging, only send one average value and ranging times after the end of average ranging.  

Note: socket pins "2" and "3" of the instrument are for factory testing only, and incorrect connections may 

cause damage to the instrument or peripheral equipment. 

⒉  Angle measurement function (ANG): Display the current pitch angle of the rangefinder . 

5.1: Angle measurement function explanations:  

   SVY UNT  SEL  VER 

   │   │      │   └───Zero correction 

   │   │   └───────Turn or off angle measurement 

   │   └───── mode switching of Angle display (Degree/density)   

   └───────────continuous display of current pitch anagle 

 5.2 Operation instructions  

① Press “ Mode key” after turning on the instrument , the instrument shows a mode menu, where the 

currently selected function  is flashing , press "on" or "down key" to select "AVG" 
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② Press “ mode key” to confirm, and enter angle measurement function. At this time it displays angle 

measurement menu.  

5.3 Display of pitch angle 

 In the display of angle measurement menu on the screen, press “ up key” or “ down key” to select “ SVY”, 

then press “ mode key” and enter current display of Dip angle. At this time the screen refresh at frequency 2Hz 

for the display of current Dip angle and continuously sending current Dip angle via RS232 port.  

Press “ Reset key” to stop screen refreshing of angle and angle transmission and quit the function of Dip angle.  

Note: (Note: the angular range is 0 degrees ~359.9 degrees via RS232 port, while the screen is -90 degrees 

~+90 degrees). 

5.4 Unit selection of Angle display  

In the display of angle measurement menu on the screen, press “ up key” or “ down key” to select “ UNIT”, 

then press “ mode key” and enter unit selection of angle display. There are two display modes, to select 

“ DEG” , the unit is 0.1°, to select “ MIL”, the unit is 1MIL .  

Press “Reset key” to quit basic function back to last menu.  

  5.5 State of angle measurement  

In the display of angle measurement menu on the screen, press “ up key” or “ down key” to select “ SEL” , 

then press “ mode key” , enter into the state of angle measurement , to select “ ON” to open angle 

measurement, to select “ off” to turn off angle measurement .  

The current angle value is measured only when the distance is measured in the open state of the angle 

measurement. No angle sampling in closed state. 

Press “Reset key” to quit this function, however  it is available to the selection of angle measurent. 

 (Note: As for single measurement and continuous measurement, each measurement sends one distance 

value and angle value via RS232 port; in the state of average ranging, only when ranging task is completed, to 

send an average distance value and current angle value of last ranging . 

  5.6 Zero correction function  

In the display of angle measurement menu on the screen, press “ up key” or “ down key” to select 

“ VER” , then press “ mode key” and enter Zero correction function, at this time the screen display “ STEP 1”. 

From the A point through the telescope aiming at the B point, and then click the "trigger key", this time 

the screen shows "STEP 2" 

From the B point through the telescope aimed at the A point, and then click the "trigger key", this time the 

screen shows "Angle Cal OK", said the correction completed. 

Press “ Reset key” to quit this function, back to last menu.  

            Note: the distance of two points between A and B must be greater than 50 meters; 

                 Two points between A and B is in the same level.  

     In the correction process, the height of two points between A and B to be fixed 
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⒍Data retrieval function ( IND): Check the data in the storage area related to the instrument , the data includes 

recent ten data retrieval( LTD) , Area data retrieval ( SEI), product serial number ( S/N). battery voltage ( BAT) 

and retrieval of working time of rangfinder. 

 

6.1Ten recent data retrieval: to display ten recent data retrieval after turning on the instrument, 

You can check through “ up key” or “ down key” . 

①In the state of data retrieval function in menu, use “up key” or down key” to select “ LCD” , then 

press “ mode key” to confirm, and enter the state of ten recent data retrieval. 

② Enter into the state of ten recent data retrieval and display current ranging value, press “ up key” one 

time for the display of last ranging value. Press “ down key” one time for the display of next ranging 

value. 

③  Ten recent data retrieval can be stored , which automatically lost after turning off  the instrument.  

④  When storage data packet contains angle value, the distance value and the angle value will be 

displayed alternately in the interval of 0.5 seconds. 

6.2 Regional data retrieval: display [A], [B], [C], [D] four data storage distance value 

① In the state of data retrieval function in menu, use “up key” or down key” to select “ SEI” , then 

press “ mode key” to confirm, and enter the state of regional data retrieval  

② In the state of data retrieval function in menu, press “up key” or down key” to select storage area 

and press “ mode key” to confirm, and see the ranging value in this area. Press “ up key” or “ down key” 

to check the distance value in the area, if hold down “ up key” or “ down key” more than 1 second, the 

tenth data forward or backward will be displayed in every approximately 0.3 seconds  

When the stored data contains an angle value, the distance value and the angle value will be 

displayed alternately in 0.5 seconds. 

6.3 Factory number of product: display of factory number of the instrument 

  

(Note: except for average ranging, continuous ranging and data transmission, no matter what kind of 

state, press “ mode key” more than 1 second to display the serial number.  

6.4 In the state of data retrieval, to select “ BAT”, then press “ mode key’ to display current battery voltage . 

press “ Reset key” to quit this function.  

6.5 Display of ranging times: Check cumulative ranging times of the instrument, that is, from the date of 

purchase, ranging from the times of laser transmitter 

 In the state of data retrieval, use “ up key” or “ down key” to select “ LIF” and press ‘ mode key” to 

confirm, and enter into the state of display of ranging times. 

 

⒎Function of brightness adjustment: In the lighting open state, this function is used to adjust the "LCD" and 

reticule "LED" brightness. 

Press “ mode key” after turning on the instrument, which displays- mode menu, press “ up key” or “ down 

key” to select “ ADJ” .  

① Press “ Mode key” to confirm, enter into the function of brightness adjustment. the menu display“LED 

LCD”, “LCD” flashing, it means the adjustment of LCD brightness. Press” Up botton” or “ Down key”  to select 

the adjustment of “ LCD” or “  reticule “ LED” brightness.   

Press “ Mode key” to confirm, at this time it displays the grade of brightness for current storage, for 

example “LCD”, it represents the current stored LCD brightness as IV . 

②  Press “ Reset key” , can exit the state above in turn 

Brightness adjustment of LCD and reticule level has 4 levels, the brightness of level 1 is the lowest, the 

brightness of level 4 is the highest 

 ⅡPress "lighting key" for more than 1 second, can quickly enter the brightness adjustment function 

⒏ Data delete: If you want to clear the data in the storage area of the instrument, available to the clear function 

① Press “ mode key” after turning on the instrument, which display –mode menu, where flashing is currently 
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selected function name, press “ Up key” or “ down key” to select “ delete key”   

③  Press "mode key" to confirm, enter into data clear function. At this time display "[A] [B] [C]", which 

"[B]", is the current selected B area, Available on the "Up key” or "down key" to A, B, C, D area selection 

Press ”Mode key”  to confirm the selected storage. As shown "B-Deleted!" , the data in the B area is 

cleared 

④ Note: Once the data is deleted, it can be recovered .   

 

⒐ Lighting : Lighting function is recommended under low illumination or nighttime environment. 

① Press “ Lighting key” after turning on the instrument, which display “ light on” . Or Press again “ lighting 

key” , it will open LCD and reticule lighting; if press “ Reset key” and quit the lighting query state. 

② In the lighting open state, then press the "lighting key", the instrument shows "Light Off?". If you press the 

"light key" again, turn off the LCD and reticule illumination. Press the "reset key" to exit the off lighting status 

Note: After opening the lighting, such as without any operation within 20second, automatically turn off the 

LCD backlight lighting, but reticule lighting is still open; in the automatic off lighting, any operation can activate 

lighting. 

 

5. Battery  
① 12V, 1200mAh special Ni MH battery pack 

② Please charge for 12 hours before at first use 

③ When the instrument shows the battery under voltage, please charge it in time 

④ To prevent injury or fire, do not let the metal contact the battery electrode 

⑤ To prevent damage to the battery, do not open the battery pack and keep the battery pack dry 

⑥ Do not put the battery into the fire (there is danger of explosion in the fire 

⑦ It is recommended to use the matching charger to charge the battery pack, the use of inferior charger may 

cause damage to the battery pack 

⑧ Please keep the battery charge when the environment temperature is 10 DEG C to 30 DEG C, relative 

humidity is less than 80 percent, inappropriate use of the environment may cause damage to the battery 

performance. 

  Note: When not used for a long time, please store the special battery pack in the packaging box, not stored in 

the rangefinder or charger . 

 

6. Use of the charger  

  When the instrument shows the battery under voltage, please charge it in time, When charging, the output plug 

of the charging adapter is inserted into the power outlet of the charger, and then the plug of the charging adapter is 

inserted into the AC 220V power supply, Red indicator light, indicating that the battery pack is charging. After the 

battery is full, the red indicator light goes out and the green indicator light turns on. After the end of the charge, the 

charger adapter plug from AC power, unplug the charger adapter output, and then remove the dedicated battery pack 

7. Maintenance  
  ⒈ Instrument maintenance  

①  Regular inspection of instrument appearance and promptly remove the dust on the surface of dirt, 

grease, mildew etc. 

②  Use a soft dry cloth to clean the lens, lens or laser emission window. Strictly prohibited with hard 

objects, so as to damage the optical properties 

③  High precision instruments integrated Optical, mechanical and electrical, be careful use, non 

extrusion or falling from height, so as not to damage the instrument 

⒊  Troubleshooting  
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Use personnel troubleshooting is limited to loading and unloading and replacement battery pack, 

please disassemble the instrument. Please contact the supplier in time when finding the fault, It is strictly 

prohibited to open the instrument, to prevent or further expand the internal high voltage danger to the 

people ! 

8. Application of rangefinder with other instruments 

1、  If it is difficult to use rangefinder to aim at the target by hand holding, and the instrument can be erected 

on the tripod of the camera 

①�   Please open the tripod of the camera and adjust suitable height and erection reliability. 

 

              Insert plug of external trigger cable into socket of instrument 

The user of the instrument refer to “ Normal user of the instrument”  

2、 If you want to measure the Angle while ranging, you can use the rangefinder with the theodolite 

together.  

⑤   Remove a coarse sight of the theodolite and fix the special connector at it. 

⑥  The theodolite set up well, then insert the dovetail groove of the rangefinder at the bottom into 

special connector and fix it. 

⑦  Using the theodolite to aming at distant target, then adjusting the screw of special connector, the 

rangefinder also aims at the same point of the target, so that the optical axis of the theodolite is 

parallel to the optical axis of the rangefinder 

⑧  The user of the instrument refer to “ Normal user of the instrument” 

⑨ Note: the special connector relates to the theodolite used, please contact the sales department in 

detail. 

 

9. Guarantee  

The instrument is provided 1 year guarantee time since the date of sale, quality problems arising from the manufacture or 

components caused by the company, free replacement parts and maintenance. If the user is careless or improper storage 

and transportation caused by the accident damage, does not belong to the scope of warranty. 

This product is life-long maintenance, more than warranty period, the company only charge part of the maintenance 

costs and maintenance costs 

10. Packing Lists  

No. name Qty. Remark 

1 instrument box 1pc  

2 rangefinder  1 unit  

3 charger  1 pc   

4 Charge adapter 1pc  

5  battery pack 1pack  

6 Flannelette 1pc  

7 Certificate 1pc  

8 user manual  1pc  

9 
External trigger 

cable 
1pc  

 Appendix: 1: Operation function retrieval table 

   

Ranging -------------------------------------------------------------------- Distance measurement 

Gating-------------------------------------------------------------------- Set up Min distance Gate 

Lighting --------------------------------------------------------------------Turn on LCD and reticule lighting 

Mode -------------------------------------------------------------------- Module function 
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   （AVG）-------------------------------------------- Average ranging function 

   （SAV） ------------------------- Regional data storage function 

   TXD）-------------------Serial data transmission 

   （ANG）---------------------------------------- Elevation measurement 

   （IND） ------------------------------------------- Data retrieval  

     （LTD） -------------Ten recent measurements data query last time  

     （SEI） -------------------------------Regional data query  

     （S/N） ---------------------------------- Serial number query 

     （BAT） -------------------------------------battery life query  

     （LIF） ------------------------------------Ranging life query  

   （ADJ） ------------------------------------------ -Lighting adjustment 

     （LED） --------------------------- Split plate brightness adjustment  

     （LCD）---------------------------------- Screen brightness adjustment 

    （DEL） --------------------------------------Regional data delete  

2: Key function ( press more than 1 second) 

1. Gating -------------------------------------------------------- Gating value setup as 20m                                             

  2. Lighting ------------------------------------------------- Quickly enter the brightness adjustment 

                                             

  3. Mode -------------------------------------------------------- Display of instrument serial number 

                                                

  4. Reset  --------------------------------------------------------Exit menu setting function 

                                                 

3: Data transmission format 

 

  Data to send ASCII code, the distance value to the character "L" at the beginning, to enter the end of the 

carriage; angle value to the character "A" to start, to enter the end of the character 

1：距离值数据格式： Data format of distance value 

 

L * * * * . * m ↙ 

 Distance  Distance value, Max 9999.5m Distance unit End Tag 

2：Data format of Angle value  

 

A * * * . * ° ↙ 

 Angle  Angle value, Max 359.9° Angle unit End Tag 

 

3: When distance values and angle values are sent together, first send distance value, then send angle value, 

finally press Enter key to end 

L * * * * . * m ↙ 
A * * * . * ° ↙ ↙ 

 distance  Distance value, Max 9999.5m End Tag Angle 
Angle value, Max 

359.9° 
End Tag 

Whole pack 

data end 
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4: While sending average ranging data, first send distance value, and then send the number of distance 

measurement, and finally press Enter key to end. 

 

L * * * * . * m ↙ 
N * * * ↙ ↙ 

distance  Distance value, Max 9999.5m End Tag Times 
Value of Times , Max  

100 
End Tag 

Whole pack 

data end 

 

4: Connection of serial communication between the instrument and PC 

RS232G Signal line and DB-9 pin definition 

Wiring method  

Instrument output socket pin definition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Symbol Name Pin 

DCD 
Signal received carrier 

detection  
1 

RXD Receiving data line 2 

TXD Data transmission line 3 

DTR DTE data ready 4 

GND  Public GND 5 

DSR 
DCE the instrument 

data ready  
6 

RTS Request transmission  7 

CTS Clear transmission 8 

RI Ring Indication 9 

Foot number Function 

1 Signal GND 

2 Keep, Stop using 

3 Keep, Stop using 

4 TXD 

5 RXD 

6 Signal GND 


